Symposium on Calley Case; U.S. Policies Discussed

Six Notre Dame professors debated the issue of U.S. policy in Vietnam at a special symposium on the campus. Professors Carl Estabrook, professor of history, and William Goerner, professor of international studies, sparked off the panel discussion. The panel was moderated by President Edward J. Gies and was open to the public.

Estabrook, a historian who has written extensively on the Vietnam War, opened the session with a critique of official American policy.

"The policy is based on the assumption that the Vietnamese cannot govern themselves," Estabrook said. "The policy is also based on the assumption that the Vietnamese will accept American leadership." Estabrook said that the policy has been a failure, and that the United States should withdraw from Vietnam.

Goerner, a former Army lieutenant, disagreed with Estabrook. "The policy is not based on the assumption that the Vietnamese cannot govern themselves," Goerner said. "The policy is based on the assumption that the Vietnamese will accept American leadership." Goerner said that the policy has been successful, and that the United States should continue to support Vietnam.

The discussion was led by President Gies, who introduced each speaker. The session was scheduled to last an hour and a half, but continued until 11:00 p.m.

Continued on p. 4

Ahmad explains violence, revolution in lecture here

Revolutionary War - A Theoretical Perspective - at 2:00 p.m. session of the Seminar on Violence and Social Change in the Revolutionary Context. Ahmad outlined his thinking in his book, "Communist Theories of Violence," which he wrote while a student at the University of Chicago, and which was published in 1964.

He said that the goal of the lecture is to illustrate the correctness of his book's predictions of the development of the Viet Cong. He said that the goal of the lecture is to illustrate the correctness of his book's predictions of the development of the Viet Cong. He said that the goal of the lecture is to illustrate the correctness of his book's predictions of the development of the Viet Cong. He said that the goal of the lecture is to illustrate the correctness of his book's predictions of the development of the Viet Cong. He said that the goal of the lecture is to illustrate the correctness of his book's predictions of the development of the Viet Cong. He said that the goal of the lecture is to illustrate the correctness of his book's predictions of the development of the Viet Cong. He said that the goal of the lecture is to illustrate the correctness of his book's predictions of the development of the Viet Cong. He said that the goal of the lecture is to illustrate the correctness of his book's predictions of the development of the Viet Cong. He said that the goal of the lecture is to illustrate the correctness of his book's predictions of the development of the Viet Con
How the Student Union works

By Tom Degnan

This is the first of a two part series dealing with the Student Union and its functions. The first part deals with the Union administration and the Cultural Arts Commission and the Academic Commission. The second part, to be published in tomorrow’s paper, will be concerned with the Social Commission and the Services Commission.

When the Student Senate Constitution Sub-committee submitted a bill to the Senate in mid-February proposing the dissolution of the Student Government, the main complaint from the students was not that the resolution left the campus without a provisional voice but that it provided for the disbanding of the Student Union. The newly merged ND-SMC Student Union is probably the most indispensable part of the current student government. It’s approximately 256 members make up the constituency that decides what speakers to bring, what movies to show, or how the LaFortune Book Co-op is going to be run.

Organizationally, the Union is split into two divisions, the administrative and the commissions. The Union Director oversees the operation of the commissions and iron out any of the Union’s problems. Two Assistant Directors have recently replaced the offices of Executive and SMC Coordinators. Under the new programs set up by director Bill McGrath one Assistant Director acts as a liaison for minority affairs while the other, appointed from the St. Mary’s student body, attends solely to programs instituted on the SMC campus. Offices of Comptroller and Assistant Comptroller were initiated last year to watch over the Union’s expenditures and finances.

Anybody running for a class office may pick up a petition at the Student Government Office on Wednesday April 21.
The Judicial process at Notre Dame

This is the first of a two part series explaining the structure and procedures of the University Judicial Code. This article deals with the initial process and formalities and next week's will concern itself with the hearing and appeal stages.

By Art Ferranti

The present judicial code is an outgrowth of an excessively rejected code in its simplicity. Offenses committed by residents are handled by a legalistic document drawn up by the University Board of Governors during the administration of President Tushar. The code is designed to be a guide for the student so that the accused will be made aware of his rights and responsibilities. The student is given the privilege of "aid and assistance." Tushar said his group does not wish to have the code be wishy-washy. They feel the psychologist can lend personal aid and advice, and the lawyer gives the accused a chance to review the case before the board. The board consists of two students and one faculty member. They decide on cases in which a ND and two SMC students. They decide on cases in which a ND student allegedly infringes on SMC traffic or order and vice versa. Its decisions are final. Tomorrow, the two judicial boards and their performance will be discussed in relation to the Judicial Code.

THE CHICANOS HAVE ARRIVED

Wednesday April 21-24

CHICANO ART SHOW
Chicano artists of the Midwest in: O'Shaughnessy show cases all day
Fieldhouse (on the court) 9-4 WFT, all day Saturday

Thursday April 22

LECTURE AND SEMINAR
Mark Rogers, National Revolutionary Muralists 1:30 pm in the Law Auditorsium (basement) Seminar in the Fieldhouse after lecture

Friday April 23

CLASSICAL GUITAR + NEW MEXICAN MURALISTS
7:00 pm in Law Auditorium
Spanish Mexican guitar music by Jesus Casarez United Farm Workers Organizer of the Midwest-Ellisio Medina

Saturday April 24

MEXICAN DANCE
Angel Munoz and the Novo Sextet of Chicago
5:00 pm in the court of the Fieldhouse

A college graduate just doesn't get the warm welcome he used to.

There's a lot of competition in the job market today. Many college graduates don't even have the luxury of starting out at the top. Many must work at retail and wait tables. But why should this be? That's why Honeywell developed their Postgraduate Studies Program. A program designed exclusively for college graduates. It's a program that's designed for people who want to learn new skills and gain new knowledge. Honeywell is a program that's designed for people who want to improve their chances of getting a job.

If you're interested in learning more about Honeywell's Postgraduate Studies Program, please call (312) 368-0688. We'll be happy to send you more information. Or you can mail this coupon.
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MET CLUB
Baggage Truck Sales
Bar Lafayette

Forum on Coeducation Enlightenment and Entertainment April 21st 2 pm in front of library East Campus

Admissions Officer:
Marketing Office: The Minneapolis Institute of Art 211 North Lake St. Minneapolis, Minnesota

I would like additional information on (check appropriate box)
[] General 0 [ ] My parents are interested in: 0
0. 0 [ ] Evening classes. 0
College: 0 College Address:
[ ] Phone: 0 Approved for veterans:
[ ] Home Address: 0

Phone: 0

The Other Computer Company: Honeywell

The Observer is published d. u. at the University of Notre Dame, Indiana, by the students of the University. Associate editor: C. C. Byweb. Managing editor, Mr. The Observer, Box 11, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556. Subscription rates: 1 year (12 months): $2.00. Additional edition: 1981-1982.

The Kennedy Institute sets 71-72 goal of local improvement; positions open

Notre Dame student involvement in local activities is the purpose of the Kennedy Institute, presently organizing for next year.

The Institute, named after Robert Kennedy, was founded in 1969 with a $30,000 Ford Foundation grant. In past years, the Institute has funded community projects in Appalachia and sociological research in Mexican-American communities of Texas. Next year the Institute will concentrate in the Notre Dame-South Bend area, linking students who are willing to work with local organizations that need temporary workers. Much of this work will be correlated with the student government Community Relations Board.

The Kennedy Institute plans to look into local pollution, as well as sponsor Activities Night next year. There are still several positions open within the Institute's finance, student activities, and new ideas committees. Those interested should call Brackey at 1145.

THE MUSICAL

Wednesday, April 21, 7:30 pm
La Salle Recital Building, 221 North Lake St. Minneapolis, Minnesota

Tickets:
$1.00 General, $2.00 Reserved

The Other Computer Company: Honeywell

Approved by the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction State of Illinois.
Hunger strike planned for week-end war protest

Three Notre Dame students have announced plans to conduct a sit-down hunger strike on the steps of the Administration building this weekend.

Senior Lance Corey said that the action is intended "to show empathy with all affected by the war in Southeast Asia." He offered it as an alternative to the anti-war activities planned in Washington on April 24th.

Corey said that informal discussions on the moral, political and practical implications of the war are planned. He said that he also hoped to arrange poetry readings, a guerrilla theater, and a Sunday morning Mass.

"We would like to invite all members of the community to join in participation in whatever capacity they wish," Corey said.

Tim Standring and Jim Werner will join Corey in the strike which begins Friday night at midnight and will continue until midnight Sunday.

The three will donate all money saved on food during the 48 hour period to the Refugee Aid Program.

Corey said that the strike will be the collective action of a group of individuals and is not sponsored by any organization.

Fieldhouse still to be used for storage; not razed

The Fieldhouse will be converted to studio use this year, according to rumors yesterday, that the building would not be used for summer storage this year because of demolition plans.

Until recently, it had been thought that storage would not be possible because of stipulations made by the insurance company that covers the building. The company requires that all access to the fieldhouse floor be shut off so as to avoid damage to, or theft of, equipment. Last summer, when the art department used only the boxing room, a fence was sealed off the stairwell to the storage area.

This year several of the rooms bordering the basketball floor will be converted to studio use, thus opening up the building to a constant flow of people. Luckily, for those who plan to store their belongings, an alternate plan was decided upon by the art department and the Junior class, which sponsors the service.

Ahmad speaks on violence, revolt

Continued from pg. 1

Ahmad stresses the need for a consistent and functioning ideology, an ideology deeply committed to the principles of accountability, institutions and practices that would insure adherence to the government, and an inherent pragmatism both in ideology and in a sense of what and what cannot be done.

The question and answer period which followed Ahmad's lecture concentrated on revolutionary actions. The basic tenet treated by Ahmad was that a revolutionary action is most successful when it has the effect of freeing people from the felt constraints of authority.

"The main goal of a revolution," Ahmad said, "is to complete the delegitimization of the government.

Assistant Cultural Arts Commission

Publicity Chairman

Business Manager

Sophomores (Library Festival Chairman - Sophomores only - week long Festival)

Film Team Chairman

Theater (22, fundraising film etc.)

Cultural and Arts Festival Chairmen (year long dance and drama series)

Language programs also housed

Theatre of literary artists, symposiums etc. different

Rev. James T. Burtchaell, C.S.C.

THE CELEBRATION OF THE GROWTH OF LOVE IN MARRIAGE

Sunday, April 25, 8:00 pm, Library Auditorium

Tuesday, May 11

8:30

Bottles, cans and on tap,
the three best beers in America
is Blatz.

Goodoldblatzisbest.
fr. griffin and rick smith
on love, and being in heaven and hell

On Tuesday, March 30 of this year I devoted an entire page to a conversation I had had the previous afternoon with Fr. Robert Griffin, C.S.C. As it turned out, that page may have been one of my best pages yet. Over the course of several hours of other people took the same stance. The thing I rambling talk, we covered such profound things as America, in all its glory and shame, the crucifixion and the Fathers Berrigan, Richard Nixon, Tim McCurry and apathy, on being a Christian in this immoral world and one's commitment to Christ. What saddened me about the issue was that what I considered to be the best part of the whole talk was left out due to space limitations. So it was just for such a day as today, with one half of the page devoted to some unwholesome enterprise that I saved that last part of the conversation, I now present it for your enjoyment and edification. I hope some of it makes terrible demands of us. If I am called upon to suffer for the sake of love, I hope I will be generous to do it. I know that the price I am paying is not just the price of myself. It becomes difficult to say to the world or to America or to your generation, you must suffer, you must follow these ideals even if it means unpleasant consequences. I have to identify myself with you.

"I must get ready for Mass. You do ask the most intense questions. I hope some of it made sense."

THE OBSEVER

sr. marita's
40 'unteachable' kids, 1 nun and some volunteers-
your support is needed:
7 & 9:30 tonight
the taming of the shrew
eng. aud.

thanks

sr. marita's-
40 'unteachable'
kids, 1 nun and
some volunteers-
your support is
needed:
7 & 9:30 tonight
the taming of
the shrew
eng. aud.

thanks

CUSTOM MADE SANDALS
20% off on all boots & mocs.

ACROSS FROM THE OLD COURTHOUSE

leather

lt.
INTERESTED IN LEARNING CHINESE?
Six classes of Chinese 311-312 (5-6-3)
Offering this fall
No previous knowledge required
For information contact:
THE MODERN LANGUAGE DEPT.
304 O'Shag (7195)

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Mail in or come by Observer office
For information call 259-9650

HOUSING
Help me! I can never go home again...Lost - watch. Inhabitants HAP between Nickie's and ND. Reward. Call 519-2597

House full of furniture, utensils, etc. Pref. type-lump sale 323-3645.

Lost or Found

For rent June 1st: 1 2 bedroom/one-bath apartment, all utilities included. 111 S. Academy. 3 1/2 month rent $100 or $200 after 6 p.m.

For rent June 1st: 1 2 bedroom/one-bath apartment, all utilities included. 111 E. Academy. 3 1/2 month rent $100 or $200 after 6 p.m.

For rent June 1st: 1 2 bedroom/one-bath apartment, all utilities included. 111 W. Academy. 3 1/2 month rent $100 or $200 after 6 p.m.

For rent June 1st: 1 2 bedroom/one-bath apartment, all utilities included. 111 N. Academy. 3 1/2 month rent $100 or $200 after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE

Housing ads must have a phone number.

WANTED:

MISSING: 1 K black goldسابعه bracelet.

Utilities, Furnished: 150 per month. Call 232-1771 after 5:30 pm.

UTILITIES

For rent: June 1st. 1 2 bedroom/one-bath apartment, all utilities included. 111 S. Academy. 3 1/2 month rent $100 or $200 after 6 p.m.

For rent: June 1st. 1 2 bedroom/one-bath apartment, all utilities included. 111 W. Academy. 3 1/2 month rent $100 or $200 after 6 p.m.

PERSONAL

MISSED:


SERVICES

Lost or Found

FOR SALE

Walkin' Dog Daily (no summer) available. Call Chip, phone 827-4878.

WOMEN'S Sizing 10.5.5.

DANCE: 275-5151.

STUDENT 4:30, 7:00, 9:00 pm Monday-Friday.

ATTENTION

RENTAL

Water beds - all sizes. Call Chip 827-4878.

WANTED

WANTED: Newborn water company wants campus applications for representatives for non-traditional setting (Art Carved Co.) initials Earn an easy 1-3 a week that can be fitted easily into your 71-72 academic schedule with you. Good commission for a few hours work per week that can be fitted easily into your schedule.

All utilities Furnished- Plus washer & dryer. Lawn care & trash removal Close to Notre Dame and Grottoes and underground facilities. He emphasized the ability of the North Vietnamese people to relate on a person to person basis.

Amerena takes frost frosh post

Hall Life Commissioner Bob Higgins announced yesterday the appointment of John Amerena as FRESHMEN ORIENTATION COORDINATOR.

Amerena, a Morrissey Hall senator, said that he has already begun compiling backup information on orientation.

It will help "hall chairmen put together a workable program, applicable to freshmen coming into their hall," Amerena said.

He also plans to set up a workshop for group leaders and provide a general information booklet to be distributed to freshmen in orientation.

"It is a must-have for plans for to be completed before the end of the semester, Amerena called on.

"Hiroshima mom annon" will not be shown Friday April 23.

The hottest selling item in states. Prefer lump sale 233-2654. Again... Lost birthstone ring, unusual setting (Art Carved Co.) initials L.A.E engraved with personal value. Reward, call Lucy 5158.

ATTENTION ALL SENIORS, GRAD STUDENTS AND FACULTY

Measurements for Caps and Gowns will be taken at the Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore on April 21 and April 24.

THE HOURS WILL BE

10 am to 5 pm
Polselli possesses power aplenty
by E.J. Kiekohf
Observer Sports Writer
If the baseball scribes can call Polselli the "mild-mannered Pete Rose," perhaps I can take the liberty of calling Polselli the "gentle giant," he hails from Windsor, Ontario, a most unlikely specimen of brute power.
Elio began his career at Windsor high school, where he "threw" at the age of fifteen. And then he was only a "scrawny" 175 pounds. Since the day he arrived, or, should I say exploded, into a powerful 6'7" 238 pound specimen, he has never had any problems with the truant officer.
Elio lettered in track, football and wrestling at Windsor State and North Carolina. Ohio, Oregon, and Cal State, Washington and Notre Dame sought to secure his services for their track teams.
He chose Notre Dame because of the educational facilities, and the good name it held in his community. He also felt it advantageous to hold a degree from Notre Dame.

The Graduate View

Revenge

With the Interhall Championship decided and the Club League title no longer up for grabs, the last big game of the 70-'71 hoop season was played last Monday night.
The Observer cagers parleyed a third-quarter scoring flurry, strong defensive rebounding, and a similar free throw percentage into a convincing 63-45 victory over WSND in the Convoy.
With this win, the newbs avenged a loss suffered during the first meeting between the squads in the WSND/Wireless Intercollegiate for a late TD and a 6-6 tie. Monday night, however, the Observer squad hauled back the first quarter as the Observer squad ran up a 15-point margin and coasted home.
The ink men entered the contest favored due to their excellent play the previous week in the Interhall League at Kankakee-Bayonne East St. Louis and Point groups took the tied with the Record to the record.

With strong team Davis mining, the Observer was at a big disadvantage at forward. The big battle shaped up at center between WSND's 6'5 Bob Scott and the Observer's 6'5 Jim Graif. One turning point came early in the game with the forward scoring forward. Mill, Graif, arrived just before the opening tip-off.
A jumper and a free throw by this reporter and a bucket by Terry Shields gave the Observer a quick 3-0 lead. Coach Jerry Krucek had his radio squad in a 5-2 lead in the first half.
The Observer led 15-9 at the half and 19-13 after three quarters, but the Observer squad's lead took on the range and cut the deficit to 10-14 in the first quarter.
Free throws proved good down the stretch of the way. In the second quarter, there were only three field goals made, but the Observer outscored WSND 12-4 to take a 22-18 halftime lead. Ten of the 12 Observer points came as the as they were in the bonus situation the entire quarter.
During the same period, the WSND cagers had numerous free throw attempts but were unable to cash in.
The Observer blew the content open in the third quarter, sparked by Graf and team captain John Knorr. Working the famed Jacksonville "five pattern" to perfection, Graf hit Kloer for a succession of easy baskets. When the Observer lead reached 16, one quick thinking radiator switch of the fans. The Observer led 19-14, the points take several minutes to warm up and the delay cooled off the Observer attack.
During the final few minutes, WSND rallied to make the final margin 15 points.
Krucek led the balanced Observer attack with 12 points. Jones had 11 and Graif had 10. Joe Simmons scored seven points on a terrific defensive job on WSND's tough Andy Scandurle, holding him to a negative mark. The Observer squad hit 18 of 38 points, 47 percent, a hundred of rebounds. Scott led the radio attack with 14 points, backed by John McElligott, who had seven.

The Notre Dame Tennis team returned to campus late Monday night after smoking Ball State at the Muncie, Indiana campus.
And the Irish proved that Juan Marichal isn't the only athlete who records shutouts. The net men whitewashed the Ball State as everyone reasoned their teams had a 5-0 win.
Mike Helly was the only singles player who allowed his man more than three sets. And Dick Murray, playing in place of Rob Schefter broke into the singles line-up with a 7-4, 6-5 victory.

Golfers not up to par
Place 15th in Ohio tourney

by Joe Passistere
Observer Sports Writer
I could have arranged a schedule where Notre Dame would have looked pretty good, but I wanted my golfers to profit playing the best opponents possible.
This was Fr. Durbin's explanation of why Notre Dame didn't make the field at the University of Indianapolis BIG Ten Summer Invitational Golf Tournament at Oak-ford, Ohio.
Judging by the results the team profited immensely. The only team the Irish were able to place in honor of was Waterloo of Canada, a school not exactly renowned for golfing prowess.
Emerged from the tournament a nine stroke victor over the University of Indiana.

Penske, who broke the Canadian Junior record for the discus throw at the age of nineteen participated in a weightlifting meet at home last weekend. He placed third in the Canadian Power Lifting Competition. His scores read, deadlift 530 pounds, squat 790 pounds, bench press 415 pounds.

The Chicago Bears, who have trouble doing deep knee bends, or lifting a picnic bench, or keeping a straight face while punching typewriter keys, have I want to hit my hat to those kind of stats.

Netmen trounce Ball St.
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I could have arranged a schedule where Notre Dame would have looked pretty good, but I wanted my golfers to profit playing the best opponents possible.
This was Fr. Durbin's explanation of why Notre Dame didn't make the field at the University of Indianapolis BIG Ten Summer Invitational Golf Tournament at Oakford, Ohio.
Judging by the results the team profited immensely. The only team the Irish were able to place in honor of was Waterloo of Canada, a school not exactly renowned for golfing prowess.
Emerged from the tournament a nine stroke victor over the University of Indiana.
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Netmen trounce Ball St.
Union function explained

Commission profit. Financially, the Cultural Arts Commission runs on a no-profit no-loss proposition. This year it had an initial budget of $13,000. The Sophomore Literary Festival is the largest of the Cultural Arts programs, costing an estimated $12,000 this year. The Commission also provides a number of poetry readings and outdoor concerts free of charge. Films are obtained either through a college film release agency or through a direct to the producer commitment.

The Commission uses both the Engineering Auditorium, for 16 millimeter, and Washington Hall for 35 millimeter films. A Collegiate Folk Festival had been planned originally for the latter part of April but because planning stages began too late the festival idea had to be abandoned. Bookings for groups and films are made throughout the year on a flexible system.

Class office merger

A referendum to determine whether joint class officers should be elected for next year's Notre Dame-St. Mary's senior classes will be held tonight, according to Susan Way, SMC junior class president.

The referendum will take the form of a telephone vote by members of the present junior classes. Votes may be cast by calling 4969 between 7 p.m. and midnight. The results will be announced Friday.

The foundations last year and this year for the total merging of the class of '72 of St. Mary's and Notre Dame led to the logical conclusion that the officers be elected from the merged class," Miss Way said.

The "foundations" include a joint class passed last September which includes a provision describing joint officers as a goal. The constitution also provides for a combined treasury.

NDNight gatherings probe, "How Catholic is du Lac?"

Monday, April 19, was Universal Notre Dame Night, the night on which alumni clubs and other country traditionally meet in honor of Notre Dame. According to Michael Jordan, Assistant Alumni Secretary, these gatherings have taken place since 1925 and they are usually highlighted by a visit from a member of the university.

This year, officers of the University and other members of the administrative staff, faculty members, a few men from the athletic department and about a dozen students spoke to alumni clubs in 92 cities on days focusing on "Notre Dame-St. Mary's as a major of our alumni." Jordan said. "Many of those who have been away from the campus for a long time try to explain the University in their own terms and often it doesn't fit. We think that someone from the university can present facts and explanations, and we have found that the alumni become at least more understanding when they receive this attention."

"These talks can be very effective means for carrying on the continuing education process for the alumni of Notre Dame," he said. "Generally we reach a greater number of people in a shorter time through the Universal Notre Dame nights than at any other time."

Registration for An Tostal picnic in dining halls next three days

Ticket registration for the An Tostal Picnic Saturday, May 1, will be conducted in the Notre Dame and St. Mary's dining halls today, tomorrow and Friday during the evening meal.

The An Tostal committee has made arrangements through both food directors to serve 1000 Notre Dame students and as many girls from St. Mary's as sign-up.

No student who registers for the picnic will be allowed to eat in the dining hall unless it rains at the picnic.

"CHAPPED LIPS"

In concert

8-12 Wednesday (rain date Thursday)

Steps of Biology Bldg.

Sponsored by North Quad Halls

Study Sounds

Improve Grades

Easily produced sounds that can improve your study habits. Eavesdropping can be educational.

Sponsored by North Quad Halls.

NOMINATIONS OPEN FOR

Saint Mary's Judicial Board Chairman

Submit name to Box 623 by Wed. April 21

Apply now for positions as

Hall President &
Student Assembly Representative

Submit name to Box 623 by Wed. April 21

Elizabeth Taylor
Richard Burton

in

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW

Wed. April 21
7 and 9:30

Engineering Auditorium

Proceeds to go to Sr. Maritas Day School

Sponsored by Notre Dame K of C

HOT SPOT

Here's the place where you find all of your hot weather apparel and accessory needs...shirts, shorts, slacks, swimwear, sun hats, sports caps, belts, ties, neckties, shop, boots, all-weather coats etc., etc. We're ready for summer. How 'bout you?

Buy now...
Pay 1/3 in June...
Pay 1/3 in July...
Pay 1/3 in August...

No carrying charge

ON THE CAMPUS . . . NOTRE DAME
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